Perspectives On
The Gift Of Teaching

(Rom 12:6-8 NIV) We have different gifts, according to the grace given us. If a man's gift is prophesying, let him use it in proportion to his faith. (7) If it is serving, let him serve; if it is teaching, let him teach; (8) if it is encouraging, let him encourage; if it is contributing to the needs of others, let him give generously; if it is leadership, let him govern diligently; if it is showing mercy, let him do it cheerfully.
Perspectives On The Gift Of Teaching

The Mediocre Teacher *Tells*

The Good Teacher *Explains*

The Superior Teacher *Demonstrates*

The Great Teacher *Inspires*
Characteristics of Teachers

Teachers Present Truth In A Logical Straightforward Way

Teachers Find It Very Important To Teach The Truth

Teachers Love To Study And Do Research
Characteristics of Teachers

Teachers Enjoy Word Studies

Teachers Prefer To Use Biblical Rather Than Life Illustrations

Teachers Get Upset When Scripture Is Used Out Of Context
Characteristics of Teachers

Teachers Are Concerned That The Truth Be Established In Every Situation

Teachers Are More Objective Than Subjective

Teachers Easily Develop And Use A Large Vocabulary
Characteristics of Teachers

Teachers Emphasize Facts And Accuracy Of Words

Teachers Check Out The Source Of Knowledge Of Others Who Teach

Teachers Prefer Teaching Believers To Engaging In Evangelism
Characteristics of Teachers

Teachers Feel That Bible Study Is Foundational To The Operation Of All The Other Gifts

Teachers Solve Problems By Starting With Scriptural Principles
Characteristics of Teachers

Teachers Are Intellectually Sharp

Teachers Are Self Disciplined

Teachers Are Emotionally Self-Controlled
Characteristics of Teachers

Teachers Have Only A Select Circle Of Friends

Teachers Have Strong Convictions And Opinions Based On Their Studies
Characteristics of Teachers

Teachers Believe That The Truth Can Produce The Power To Change People And Situations
Potential Problems w/ Teachers

Teachers Tend To Neglect The Practical Application Of Truth

Teachers Are Slow To Accept The Viewpoints Of Others

Teachers Tend To Develop Pride In Their Intellectual Ability
Potential Problems w/ Teachers

Teachers Tend To Be Legalistic And Dogmatic

Teachers Get Easily Sidetracked By New Interests
The Gift Of Teaching

If We Are To Take The Gospel In All The World.
- We've Got To Know The Gospel
- Teachers Are Those Who Make This Possible

If You Are A Teacher—
- He Has Raised You Up In The Body
- To Equip The Body With Knowledge
- To Teach How The Church Is To Function

Teach Ever Lesson As If It Were Your Last!